AbsIracI-We use case injected genetic algorithms to learn how to competently play computer strategy games. Strategic computer games involve long range planning across complex dynamics and imperfect knowledge presented to players requires them to anticipate opponent moves and adapt their strategies accordingly. This paper addresses the problem of acquiring and using knowledge from human players for such games. Specifically, we learn general routing information from a human player and use case-injected genetic algorithms to incorporate this acquired knowledge in subsequent planning. Results from a strike planning game show that with an appropriate representation, case injection effectively biases the genetic algorithm toward producing plans that contain important strategic elements used by human players.
I. INTRODUCTION
We use case injected genetic algorithms to learn to play strategic games [I] . In particular we address the problem of using case injection to bias a genetic algorithm player such that it better emulates the playing styles of human players that have played the game in the past. By instrumenting the game interface, we unobtrusively acquire knowledge in the form of cases from human experts playing the game and use case-injected genetic algorithms to incorporate this knowledge in evolving competent game players. Our research focuses on a strike force asset allocation game which maps to a broad category of resource allocation problems in industry and the military. Genetic algorithms can tackle such asset allocation problems and our Genetic Algorithm Player (GAP) is a genetic algorithm that tries to optimize asset allocation strategies. Evolved strategies may approach game optimal strategies but they do not necessarily approach real world optima as the game is an imperfect reflection of reality. However, humans with past experience from the real world tend to include knowledge external to the game (fitness function) when producing strategies for the simulated game. Incorporating knowledge from the way these humans play should therefore allow us to carry over some of this external knowledge into GAP'S play. Our results show that case injection combined with a flexible representation can bias the genetic algorithm towards producing strategies similar to those learned from human players. Beyond playing similarly in a particular mission, our representation allows the use c this acquired knowledge across a range of similar missions. ,f
Fig. I. Game Screen-shot
We seek to produce a genetic algorithm player (GAP) that can play on a strategic level and learn to emulate aspects of strategies used by human players. Our goals in learning to play like humans are: 1) We would like to make GAP a more interesting opponent. Humans generally enjoy playing against opponents they can relate to and personify. 2) We would like GAP to function as a trainer, a player who plays not just to win but to teach their opponent how to better play the game, in particular to prepare them for future play against human opponents. This would allow us to use GAP for acquiring knowledge from human experts and transferring that knowledge to amateur human players without the expense of individual training with experts. 3) We would like to use GAP for decision support, whereby 0-7803-85 15-2/04/$20.00 02004 IEEE GAP provides suggestions and alternative strategies to humans actively playing the game. Strategies more compatible with those being considered by the humans should be more likely to have a positive effect on the decision making process. 4) We would like to incorporate dynamics into the game without the expense of simulating them. Consider a game involving armies doing battle, both players rotate out their front line troops to let them rest. Whether or not the game simulation has an accurate model of fatigue the result is much the same, playing in anticipation of this dynamic (fatigue) is equivalent to implementing it. If GAP can incorporate game dynamics from watching humans play, it should deepen the feeling of strategy involved in the game.
These goals require GAP to play with objectives in mind besides that of winning -these objectives would be difficult to quantify inside the evaluator. As humans can function effectively in these regards, learning from them should help GAP better fulfill these responsibilities. We address the problem of modeling humans through caseinjected genetic algorithms. The genetic algorithm searches for an optimal strategy while case injection biases it to contain elements from strategies used by humans in the past -how this is done is explained later. Used in conjunction we hope to produce near optimal strategies for strike force planning that incorporate important information external to the evaluation function. The next subsection describes the game.
A. Strike Planning
We work on strike force asset allocation which consists primarily of allocating a collection of strike assets to a set of targets. We have implemented this game on top of a professional game engine making it more interesting than a pure optimization problem. The game involves two sides:
Blue and Red, Blue allocates a set of platforms (aircraft) to attack Red's targets (buildings). Red has defensive installations (threats) that complicate Blue's planning, as does the varying effectiveness of Blue's weapons against each target. Potential new threats and targets can also "pop-up" on Red's command in the middle of a mission, requiring Blue to be able to respond to changing game dynamics. Both players seek to minimize the damage they receive while maximizing the damage dealt to their opponent. Red plays by organizing defenses in order to best protect its targets. Red's ability to popup threats in the middle of a mission can also affect game strategy. For example, feigning vulnerability can lure Blue into a popup trap, or keep Blue from exploiting a weakness out of fear of such a trap. Blue plays by allocating its platforms and the assets (weapons) they carry as efficiently as possible in order to destroy the targets while minimizing risk. Risk is determined by many factors, including the platform's route, the effect of accompanying wingmen, and the presence of threats around chosen targets. GAP develops strategies for the attacking strike force, including flight plans and weapon targeting for all available aircraft. When confronted with popups, GAP responds by quickly replanning with the genetic algorithm to produce a new plan of action.
Beyond producing near optimal strategies we would like to bias GAP towards producing solutions similar to those it has seen used by humans playing Blue in the past. We do this so that GAP can be a better and more versatile player by learning strategies from human experts. Specifically we want to show that when using case injection the genetic algorithm more frequently produces plans similar to those a human has played in the past on the same mission. When that information from the human is used by GAP playing a different mission, we show that GAP continues to play strategies closer to the style of the human than GAP's non injected counterpart.
B. Case-Injected Genetic Algorithm
Case-injected genetic algorithms work by saving individuals from the population of a GA, and later introducing them i.nto the evolving population of a GA solving a similar but di@e,rent problem. Louis showed that case injection improves convergence speed and the quality of solutions found by biasing the current search toward promising regions identified from experience [I] , [21. In this paper, the system acquires ctzses from humans for injection into GAP's population. The idea is to automatically acquire cases by instrumenting the g,ame interface to record all human decision making during game play. Our goal is not only to improve the GA's performance, but to bias the search using knowledge that is external to the actual evaluation and fitness of an individual plan -knowledge being expressed by expert humans in their formation of game plans.
C. Previous Work
in optimizing the allocation of assets to targets, the majority of it focusing on static pre-mission planning. Griggs In this paper we first define the problem being addressed, including the mission being played. Then we outline how we use a GA to play the game, including delving into the architecture and how case injection works. Next we discuss how case injection is used to acquire and use knowledge from human players. Finally we describe our results showing that the GA can play the game, and by using case injection we can statistically significantly increase its likelihood of playing like a human.
THE MISSION

Fig. 2. The Mission
The mission being played is shown in Figure 2 . This mission was chosen to be simple, to have easily analyzahle results, and to allow the GA to learn external knowledge from the human. As many games show similar dynamics, this mission is a good arena for examining the general effectiveness of using case injection for learning from humans. The mission takes place in Northern Nevada and California and you can see Lake Tahoe near the bottom of the map partially covered by the largest transparent blue circle. Blue possesses one platform which is armed with 8 assets (weapons) and the platform takes off from and returns to the lower left hand comer of the map. Red possesses eight targets distributed in the top right region of the map, and six threats (blue hemispheres) that defend them. The first stage in Blue's planning is determining the allocation of the eight assets. Each asset can be allocated to any of the eight targets, giving 8' = 224 allocations. The second stage in Blue's planning involves finding routes for each of the platforms to follow during their mission.
These routes should be short and simple but still minimize exposure to risk. We categorize Blue's possible routes into two categories. Yellow routes fly through the corridor between the threats, while green routes fly around. The evaluator has no direct knowledge of potential danger presented to platforms inside the corridor area. Because of this, the evaluator optimal solution is the yellow route, since it is the shortest. The human expert however, understands the potential for danger as the corridor provides the greatest potential for a pop-up trap. Knowing this the green route is the human optimal solution. Our goal is now to bias the GA to produce the green route, while still optimizing the allocation. Teaching GAP to learn from the human and produce green strategies even though yellow strategies have higher fitness is one goal of this research.
The genetic algorithm evaluates the fitness of a particular allocation by "playing" the game. Our way of measuring the state of entities in the game and deriving the fitness of a particular strategt is probabilistic and we describe it in the next section.
PROBABILISTIC HEALTH METRICS
In many games, entities posses hit-points which represents their ability to take damage. Each attack then removes a number of hit-points and when reduced to zero (0) hit-points that entity is destroyed. In reality weapons have a more hit or miss effect, whereby they entirely destroy things or leave them functional. A single attack may destroy an entity or multiple attacks may have no effect. This paradigm introduces a high amount of stochastic error into the game. Evaluating a plan can result in outcomes ranging from total failure to perfect success, which makes it difficult to compare two plans. We can smooth this fitness landscape by considering a statistical approach. Let the state of each entity at the end of the mission he a random variable. Identifying the expected values for those variables becomes one means to judge the effectiveness of a plan. These expected values can be estimated by playing a number of games for each plan and averaging the results.
However doing multiple simulation runs to determine a single evaluation increases the computational expense many-fold.
We use a different approach based on probabilistic health metrics. Instead of monitoring whether or not an object has been destroyed we monitor the probability of its survival up until that point in time. Being attacked no longer destroys objects and removes them from the game, it reduces their probability of survival from then on according to the survival equation (Equation 1).
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E is the entity being considered, which is a platform or target under attack. S ( E ) represents the chance of that entity surviving past this point in time. St,(E) is the chance of survival up until the attack. D ( E ) is the chance of that platform being destroyed by the attack as given by the destruction equation (Equation 2). Figure 3 shows OUT system's architecture. The two players, human and GAP, are presented with the mission and given time to prepare their strategy. GAP works by applying its GA to the mission. The GA creates populations of hit strings, which are converted into plans and evaluated. Based on this evaluated
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IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Human
Red Ian We combine a steady state population model, roulette wheel selection, two point crossover and bitwise mutation to form our GA. Production of a full flight plan (the Blue plan in figure 3 ) is complicated, so we next detail the steps involved.
A. Routing GAP must he able to produce routing data for Blue's platforms in order to play the game. Figure 4 shows how the A* algorithm is used to build routes [21] . Each individual in the population consists of an allocation of assets to targets and a single routing parameter, TC. From the allocation of assets to targets we produce an ordered list of waypoints for each platform to visit. In order for platform P1 to use asset A1 on target T3, it has to fly to T3's location. Applying this to all of Pl's assets produces a list of waypoints for P1 to visit during its mission. Future work would include ordering information into the chromosome, currently, targets are visited according to the ordering of their respective assets. From the list of waypoints we use a path-finding algorithm to produce more intelligent routes. A number of path-finding algorittims exist, A* was chosen as it is very widely used and comprises the vast majority of path-finding algorithms in games.
Path-finding between destinations is accomplished in two stages. First, the system discretizes the world into a voxel grid. A voxel is a three dimensional cube, with each voxel having a value representing the danger presented to platforms inside it. The voxels are then formed into a graph, where edges connect adjacent voxels in 3D space. A* works by taking the starting voxel, and exploring its neighbors. Comparing the (cost of moving into that voxel (risk it presents) with an estimak of its distance to the goal, A* produces a value for that voxels. All the voxels checked are put into a list sorted on this value, and the most promising one has its neighbors expanded until the destination is reached. A* is guaranteed to always find the shortest route if it is given a proper underestimate of distance to the goal. This route is a list of waypoints to fly to in order to reach the destination and in two dimensions it is equivalent to a list of street intersections to drive through in order to get from A to B. Due to the large number of waypoints, the routes produced are too cumbersome to use efficiently. Because platforms are not limited to moving through space orthogonally we can remove the majority of waypoints from the route. Imagine a rubber hand stretched around a se:t of pegs placed along a grid, removing unnecessary pegs from the graph leaves pegs outlining threats to avoid, and pegs marking places to visit. Specifically the algorithm works by starting at the beginning of the route, and removing subsequent pegs (waypoints) so long as they do not increase the total risk involved in the route. Once a node has been found that cannot he removed the algorithm repeats from that location.
B. General Routing Knowledge
A* is shown to always find the optimal route based on its cost functions, in our case the shortest route avoiding known threats. Since our game includes traps, the shortest route is not always desirable. In order to do more interesting rou.ting, we must he able to bias A* towards producing routes tha.t are longer, or more dangerous then those immediately apparent. We do this by modifying the graph A* searches, producing a variety of effects on the kinds of routes produced with relative ease. For example penalizing each voxel based on how far south it is provides a bias that tends to produce north traveling routes, thus producing an overall strategy of attacking from the north. Routing two groups of platforms, one with a southern bias and one with a northern bias is likely to produce pincer attacks. However the human in our game is trying to avoid confined areas, and to do this we need to modify the voxels in order to identify areas that are confined. If we can increase the cost of those voxels, then the router will avoid those areas. In our representation we identify these confined areas by extending the effective radii of threats when we build the voxel graph. The extension is calculated by a simple multiplication of each radius by a coefficient rc, which determines the kind of routes produced. Figure 5 shows the effect rc has on routing. The inner circle outlines the range of one of the threats, the outer sphere outlines the radius being used by the routing system for this particular mission. At this TC the threats have expanded together and filled the corridor, leading the router to produce green r0utes.l In our mission, T C values less then 1.4 lead to yellow routes while larger T C values lead to green routes. As encoded, T C uses 8 bits to produce a range from 0.00 to 3.00. Future work will include additional parameters to deal with the different factors involved in human routing. Figure 6 shows how we represent the allocation data as an enumeration of assets assigned to targets. The left box illustrates platform Pl's allocation of asset A1 to target T3, asset A2 to target T1 and so on. Tabulating the asset to target allocation gives the table in the lower left. By defining the assets to always be in the same sequence we can remove them from the table and then reduce the target id to binary giving a binary string encoding our allocation of assets to targets. 
C. Encoding
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D. Fitness
Fitness of a plan is calculated by measuring how well the plan achieved each of its goals and summing these measures. Blue's goals are to maximize damage to Red, while avoiding damage to itself. Total damage done is calculated by the equation below.
where E is an entity in the game and F is the set of all forces belonging to that side. E, is the value of that entity and E, is that entity's probability of surviving the mission. Shorter simple routes are also desirable, so we include a penalty in the fitness based on total distance traveled by platforms. This gives the fitness calculated in Equation 3.
Where d is the total distance traveled by Blue's platforms and c l is chosen such that d*cl has a 10-20% effect on the fitness. Note that the bias towards shorter routes produces a preference for plans routes that lead into the confined area (trap) for our mission.
V. KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION A N D APPLICATION
Imagine playing a game and seeing your opponents do something you had not considered but that worked out to great effect (for the opponent). Seeing something new, you are likely to try to learn some of the dynamics of that move so you can incorporate it into your own play and become a more versatile player. Ideally you would like perfect understanding of when and where this move is effective and ineffective, and how to best execute the move under those circumstances. Whether the mave is using a combination of chess pieces in a particular way, bluffing in poker, or doing a reaver drop in Starcraft the general idea remains. In order to imitate this process we use a two step amroach with case iniection. First we . .. learn knowledge from human players by saving their decision making during game play and encoding it for storage in the we apply this knowledge by periodically injecting these stored cases into GAP'S evolving population.
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A. Knowledge Elicitation and Acquisition
VI. RESULTS
We present results showing GAP'S three major abilities. 1) GAP can form strategies and play the game effectiv1:ly. 2) Case injection leads to more frequent buman-like strateIn this paper, knowledge acquisition takes the form of building a case-base of chromosomes representing past strategies used by human Ea& strategy should be represented in a general way, so that it can be applied robustly across a variety of missions. TC allows us to represent the knowledge of avoiding confined areas as defined by the expert in our mission. Actually converting human strategies into chromosomes to save in the case-base is non-trivial. This is a problem of eliciting knowledge from the human expert into machine usable form. Knowledge elicitation is a significant problem in expert systems, and would continue to be so for us [22] . The focus of this research is however on knowledge application so the chromosome has been directly engineered. Representation is key, and we are investigating different enccdings and different methods of translating human decisions to encoded plans.
B. Knowledge Application
Case injection has been shown to increase the search speed of a GA when used across similar problems [l] . It also tends to produce new answers similar to old ones, biasing the search to look in areas that were previously successful. Exploiting this effect gives our GA its learning behavior. By directing our GA to search through strategies similar to those that were effective for humans, we bias it towards producing more human like answers. However we would still like to maintain the flexibility of the search. Consider learning from a human who played a green route, but had a non-optimal allocation. Ideally the GA should keep the green route, but optimize the allocation. Unless the allocation itself was based on some external knowledge (a particular target might seem like a trap), in which case the GA should maintain that knowledge. Perfectly identifying which knowledge to maintain and which to replace is a difficult task even for human players. Our goal is to bias GAP to probabilistically keep the information that seems most relevant and effective. In this phase of the research we concern ourselves with using GAP to reproduce a useful and easily identifiable aspect of human strategy. During the knowledge acquisition phase, we produce a number of chromosomes representing human plans and store them in a casebase. These plans contain the knowledge to avoid confined areas through a high TC. Subsequently, when playing the game we periodically inject a number of individuals from the casebase in order to bias the search with information from those individuals. The individuals contain information that avoids the confined areas, and through injection we hope to produce green routes in future games. Injection occurs by replacing the worst members of the population with individuals chosen from the case database. A 'Robabilistic closest to the best" strategy determines which individuals get injected [2] . Parameters for case-injection include the number of individuals injected, the frequency of injection, as well as specifying when to stop injecting. gies.
to be used on different missions.
3) Our encoding for potential traps allows this knowledge
We also analyze the effect of altering the population size and number of generations on the strength of the biasing provided by case injection.
Unless otherwise stated, GAP uses a population size of 25. two-point crossover with a probability of 0.95, and point mutation with a probability of 0.01. We use elitist selection, where offspring and parents compete for population slobj in the next generation [23] . All results are averages over 50 mns.
We first show that GAP can form efficient strategies. CiAP plays the mission 50 times, and we graph the average fitness of individuals inside the population against their generation in Figure 7 . The graph shows a strong approach toward the optimum. GAP approaches within 5% of optimal allocation and routing 95% of the time. This indicates that GAP can form effective strategies for playing the game to the extent possible from the evaluator. To test GAP's ability to capture extemal knowledge and emulate humans we produce green route plans, convert them to chromosomes, and then try to bias our search towards those chromosomes. The human plan is show in white in Figure  8 . Converting this to the closest plan representable in our encoding gives the plan shown in green in Figure 8 . The plans are not identical because the chromosome does not contain exact routing information. Note the overall fitness difference between these two plans is less then 2%.
The category of routes produced is determined by the values of TC. GAP'S ability to produce the human like route (gremcn) is based on the values of T C it chooses. Figures 9 and 10 show the distribution of T C produced by the non-injected genetic produced, which leads to a large increase in the number of green routes generated by the case injected GA. Without case injection GAP produced no green routes, using case injection biased GAP to produce 64% green routes, this difference is statistically significant. These results were based on 50 different runs of the system with different random seeds and show that case injection does bias the search towards the human strategy. Moving to the mission shown in Figure 11 and repeating the process produces the histograms shown in Figures 12  and 13 . The same effect on TC can be observed even though the missions are significantly different, and even though we use the cases from the previous mission. Our general routing representation allows GAP to learn to avoid confined areas from play by the human expert.
Case injection applies a bias to the GA search, the number and frequency of individuals injected determines the strength of this bias. However the fitness function also contains a term that biases against producing longer routes. As the number of evaluations allotted to the GA is increased, the bias against longer routes outweighs the bias towards human strategies and fewer green routes are produced. The effect is shown in Figure 14 . 
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Our original goals were to develop GAP so that it could play the game, and to use case injection to bias its play towards human-like strategies. GAP shows its ability to play and learn, and our results indicate a good first step towards knowledge acquisition and application. We ran many experiments to try to control the strength of the bias provided by case injection. Replacing the entire population with injected individuals led to 86% green routes, but otherwise we were unable to produce more then a 6 0 8 green routes while still optimizing the allocation. We are currently exploring methods for increasing the bias towards using injected materials, newer work shows that artificially inflating the fitness of individuals containing injected material to be a promising approach.
GAP'S ability to truly play the game could use further investigation. Playing a handful of missions against a single opponent repeatedly is far from a robust evaluation of playing capability. Producing a set of maps, or using randomly generated maps against another opponent, either human or heuristic would provide a much better test of its capabilities. So far however GAP has been tried on a small number of missions, and has performed well on all of them without modification.
Expanding the game is also an avenue of major interest. Increasing the complexity of the game will lead to deeper strategic play, providing many areas in which to expand GAP'S abilities. Allowing both sides to attack and defend, in conjunction with resource management is the next major phase of the game. We are also interested in representation issues, how to best build the encoding so that it can represent a large variety of strategic ideas likely to be used by humans formulating strategy. Even with good representations reverseengineering human plans into chromosomes containing rdevant and general information presents a formidable problem.
